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Abstract: Recent years have witnessed the explosion in the use of smart phones. Many Applications are available in our AppStore of apple or Google Play Store. These Applications make the use of sensitive information of the user. Users do not have control over how their sensitive information is accessed by the Applications. Also in case the mobile search engine mobile users tend to submit shorter and more ambiguous queries. Current Android system is not capable of providing security to the user information. An enforcement system on the current android system is needed that will personalize the user web search and the Applications.
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1. Introduction

The goal of personalization is to deliver information that is relevant to the user. And the term proactive personalization refers to enhancing the personalization method without user intervention. It refers to studying user’s behavior and automating the personalization process. In the recent years third party Applications for smart phones have become popular. In order to install the Application users are required to grant these Applications both the permission to access information on device as well as access the network. The network can be used to leak information to other Applications and advertising companies. The Application requesting permissions may use it for its core functionality or use it to share with advertising network or social network. For example a simple music player may ask access to your location at installation time and it can use this information to send advertising network. Users do not have control over how their information is used by the apps and to whom it is shared. Moreover there is requirement of the mobile search engine that will rank the search results according to user’s requirement. Smart phones have powerful hardware with much functionality like camera, Bluetooth, microphones, GPS and can be used via APIs. Applications take use of this APIs to perform tasks to perform convenient but privacy sensitive tasks such accessing user’s phone state, call log or location information. To personalize the user Applications and secure information Android and other mobile OSs implements security mechanism such as permission system. These mechanisms in practice proved to be insufficient with increasing no of malicious Applications targeting smart phones.

The paper is organized as follows: Related work in Section II which gives the details about existing system available for privacy preferences . Section III gives proposed system an enforcement system for android personalization and section IV conclude the paper.

2. Literature Review

In this section we analyze the android system working and its vulnerabilities to attack. Analyze App’s privacy related behaviors and most frequently asked sensitive information. And study existing approaches to privacy preservation in android.

2.1 Android Permission System

Android is a linux based operating system. It is open source system designed for mobile platform. Android Applications are written in Java and compiled to DalvikExecutable byte-code format (DEX) [12]. Android system uses Application permission to protect information from other Applications. As seen in Fig 2.1, while installing an Application Smart Phone users has to grant some permissions user Application want to access. Permissions are given with little description but the purpose behind the permission is not specified. From the point of view of android programmer each permission gives access to one or more android APIs. Permissions are string defined by the system eg. Android permission INTERNET[1]. An Application can access the functionality only if Application holds the permission. But this system is not sufficient to protect information from malicious Applications that reaches the component indirectly through chain of calls to innocent Applications. Fig 1 shows that before downloading an Application user has to grant permissions to the Application. Only then the user is able to download the Application.
Applications are invoked by unauthorized callers and allow them to access protected information.

Intent Spoofing: It affects the Applications not meant to communicate with other Applications. Malicious Applications are able to invoke the internal Activities, if the Application does not have necessary configuration.

Permission Collusion Attack: In this attack Application having access to limited permissions try to access protected information by sending and receiving intents to other Applications.

All these attacks are permission leak attacks. A malicious Application installed in a smart phone try to access the protected information by compromising android features like communication mechanism (called intents), or content manager.

2.4 Existing Approaches to Privacy Preferences

MockDroid [2] is a permission preference system which allows user to mock resources. This means system allows user to send fake information to the Applications to which they do not want to give access. For example user can give different information about the status of phone, call log or fake location details. For this it has to modify the Package Manager of the android. Package Manager store data and is the main way to share information between Applications.

Data in the Package Manager is mocked or duplicated. The Application not having permission to access the information is provided with the mocked data at run time. eg. if Device ID is mocked then a random constant value is returned.

TaintDroid [3] is an information flow tracking system. It helps to track how third party Applications shares user’s private information. The ‘private stored data is labeled as ‘taint’. The system monitors how third party Applications access third party Applications in real time. Sensitive information is identified as taint source. Dynamic taint analysis tracks how tainted data impacts other data in a way that may leak sensitive information.

SORBET[1] is an enforcement system that enhances the android permission system. The system can be retrofitted in the androids current architecture. Android uses the permissions which are in a string format (eg android.permissionINTERNET) to protect the components and APIs. It has included additional properties in the android permission system. The model has defined desired security properties which hold on SORBET and can be implemented on the top of android. Sorbet extends Android's permission labels to make them suitable for specifying coarse-grained information-flow policies, and enforces such policies at component and application boundaries.

PMSE[6] personalized mobile search engine has given a method to rank search results according to user preferences. The model can be used to profile user’s behavior and personalize the search results accordingly. It has classifies...
the user queries in content preference and location preference. It also takes into account users physical location GPS location to enhance the search result. User’s query is first submitted to commercial search engines like Google, Yahoo etc. The clickthroughs of user are saved and further given to classification algorithm that will help to rerank the search result. This approach works in client server architecture. We can extend this approach to incorporate in our proposed proactive personalization framework.

Table 1 shows the comparison among existing approaches.

Table 1: Comparison between existing approaches to privacy preferences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Permission</th>
<th>Personalized permission request</th>
<th>Permission purpose</th>
<th>Inter-app permission leak</th>
<th>Personalized web search</th>
<th>Privacy preservation in web search</th>
<th>URL based permission preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SORBET</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Not effective</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MockDroid</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Not effective</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TantDroid</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMSE</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AppOps</td>
<td>Not effective</td>
<td>Not effective</td>
<td>Not effective</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPAS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Conclusion

This paper explains the existing approaches to privacy preferences. Some of them are not able to give the purpose behind the permission is. We believe that the user’s permission preference is strongly depends on the purpose associated with permission. Thus we suggested the enforcement framework that can be retrofitted on the android smart phones. The suggested system will help user to personalize his Applications as well as web search while preserving privacy of the user.
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